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31st of August to 3rd of
September 2017
Belp (ne
ar Bern)

WHAT?

This year FemWo will again offer an open space for the confluence
of feminists and feminisms. There will be theoretical and practical
workshops, discussions, and open-time spaces for diverse activities.
This feminist weekend wants to combine feminist, anti-capitalist and
anti-racist struggles with an intersectional1 perspective.

COMMON CONSENSUS AND POLITICS OF THE SPACE

FemWo aims to be non-hierarchical, anti-authoritarian and diverse. It
will be an inclusive space for every women*, lesbians*, trans*, inter*
and queer* persons. Cis*-men2 are asked not to participate in solidarity.

HOW?

FemWo is a Do-It-Yourself weekend. All attendants can participate
and engage in this open space as they wish. You are welcome to participate in the organization and planning beforehand, any or all of the
four days of the weekend, or pass by for a few hours. Translations,
nursery and cooking will be jointly organized during the event.

WHEN AND WHERE?

The FemWo will take place from Thursday 31st of August 2017 until Sunday 3rd of September 2017 in the “Hüsi” in Belp. There are
overnight accommodation possibilities in the house and camping
facilities. There will be a free-willing contribution fund for covering
some of the accommodation and meals expenses (your participation
should by no means be linked to this financial contribution!)

JOIN AND REGISTER

If you would like to participate in the organizing committee or
contribute with ideas, please contact us at femwo@immerda.ch
If you want to organize a workshop at FemWo, please sign up
at femwo@immerda.ch
If you would like to participate, register at www.femwo.ch
until the 13th of August 2017.

FURTHER INFORMATION

You can find more information at
www.femwo.ch
Intersectionality describes the overlapping of different discrimination experiences
and power relations. FemWo claims that these discriminations do not play against
each other and that they must be considered in combination.
2
A Cis person is a person whose own gender identity coincides with what society
deems matches the person’s assigned sex at birth.
1

